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Abstract

Many expert system shells are available for developing production rule based
expert system applications. However, it is difficult to rapidly change those
applications to respond to changing business conditions. Each shell has its own
production rule language and inferencing capabilities. It is unclear what infor-
mation can be shared (reused). Use of main memory instead of a shared,
common source for rules constrains the size of applications and can result in
duplication. Maintenance is not immediately available to existing inference ses-
sions and updates made by a session only affect that session.

This thesis approaches production rules and working storage as data that can be
managed by enhanced database management systems (DBMSs). Five expert
system shells are studied. A composite (canonical) production rule syntax is
developed which provides knowledge engineers with a common language for
production rules. It is mapped into an integrated data model for use by tool
developers who wish to design common production rule storage databases and
maintenance tools. Extensions to the data model allow expert system shell
developers to reduce main memory constraints by using a DBMS to store and
manage execution data. The analysis performed in building the data model
reveals where translation, system enhancements, or standard definitions are
required to share production rules.

Two DBMS enhancements are defined to facilitate management of production
rule and execution data (but which also have other applications). Reflexive
indexes enable a DBMS to incrementally maintain transitive closures (including
multiple tables, duplicates, side paths, and accumulated values) as a database
index. They simplify query formats, and eliminate the need for recursive proc-
essing during retrieval. One use is to accumulate rule premise evaluation values
during inferencing. The inference locking protocol allows concurrent, dynamic
access by those maintaining and executing control data. For example, it pro-
vides greater flexibility in maintaining production rules by allowing knowledge
engineers to use multiple versions and notification to control how updates to
production rules affect other maintenance and inference sessions. The protocol
can also be used to extend production rule capabilities by allowing production
rules to maintain production rules concurrently with other maintenance and
inference sessions.
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Introduction

Motivation

The use of expert systems in industry is rapidly expanding. A large number of

expert system shells are available for use in developing expert systems applica-

tions. Typically, each shell has its own language (syntax and semantics) for

developing expert system applications. Each shell stores production rules in its

own way. This environment leads to inefficient use of the information encoded

in each shell as observed in (SaWi90):

″As more and more knowledge based applications (such as expert systems)
are developed, so the problem of duplication of knowledge will become
apparent. For example, in an office where a number of different expert
systems are used, any change to the legislation regarding tax or to the know-
ledge concerning the company and its operation might affect a number of
different expert systems and might need to be encoded in the appropriate
form for each different expert system.″

Often rules are compiled into a run-time (execution) format, such as a load

module. The amount of information that can be encoded in an expert system

application is limited because main memory is used for working-storage data.

The problem is apparent in some existing expert system applications, and will

become more important in the future. As noted in (FoMc86):

″Systems such as R1, which has over 4000 rules and typically deals at any
given time with 500 objects, each of which may have up to 125 attributes,
have begun to push the limits of conventional architectures.″

Later in (FoMc86):
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″The approach traditionally taken is to increase the address space and store
all data in virtual memory, letting the operating system worry about the rest.
With the application of AI to problems such as factory management, the
need to store and access large volumes of data outside of virtual memory is
critical.″

Thus, the current environment for expert system system shells is one where a

common representation and management scheme for production rules does not

exist. Dynamic, concurrent access to production rules is not supported. Expert

system applications are typically compiled and loaded into main memory for

execution. The size of the applications must be limited so that main memory

can be used to hold production rules and the working-storage data required for

their execution.

A result of this environment is that it is difficult to rapidly change expert system

applications in response to changing business conditions. An example based on

the manufacture of electronic cards illustrates this problem. Suppose that a

manufacturer produces electronic cards used in computers. Expert system appli-

cations are used to debug the cards as part of an automated manufacturing line.

Families of electronic card types have similar characteristics. Individual card

types within each family have the family characteristics, but also have some

characteristics unique to the card type. Card types within each family may be

developed over a period of several years. Since the best available technology is

to be used when building the debugging expert system applications, different

expert system shells will be used to develop applications dealing with the same

card family.

A separate expert system application is used to aid in debugging each type of

card. This reduces the amount of information required in the application to

what is required for a single card type. However, the expert system application

for each card type must include debugging information for both the card family
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and the individual card type. Thus, each must include production rules which

apply to the entire card family, such as a rule which invokes a common logic

analyzer. For example:

R1 - IF the card failed in the basic assurance test

THEN check the oscillator,

check the instruction number that was executing,

execute hook-up instructions for logic analyzer ′ 1 ′

Figure 1 illustrates the use of three different expert system shells for three card-

debugging expert system applications containing a common rule.
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┌ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┐

│  ┌ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┐  │

│ │ Card B │  │

│ │ Debug │  │

│  ├ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┤  │

┌ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┐ │  │  . .  R 1 . . . │  │

│  ┌ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┐  │ │  └ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┘  │

│  │ Card A │  │ ├ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┤

│  │ Debug │  │ │  Expert System │

│  ├ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┤  │ │  Shel l B │

│  │  . .  R 1 . . . │  │ └ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┘

│  └ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┘  │

├ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┤

│  Expert System │

│  Shel l A │

└ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┘ ┌ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┐

│  ┌ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┐  │

│ │ Card C │  │

│ │ Debug │  │

│  ├ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┤  │

│  │  . .  R 1 . . . │  │

│  └ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┘  │

├ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┤

│  Expert System │

│  Shel l C │

└ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┘

Figure 1. Use of three expert system shells for debugging cards in a family

Now, suppose the ′1′ analyzer becomes unavailable during the manufacturing

day. This requires locating an alternative logic analyzer, or combination of logic

analyzers which perform the required tests, and using them as a backup until

the primary analyzer can be fixed. The original production rule could have

included instructions for a backup analyzer if its identity were known.

However, often the replacement, or set of replacements, is selected only at the

time it is needed. It is not possible to predefine or table all of the potential
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combinations. Suppose the production rule R1 must be modified to reflect the

use of two backup logic analyzers:

R1 - IF the card failed in the basic assurance test

THEN check the oscillator

check the instruction number that was executing

execute hook-up instructions for ′ backup′  logic analyzer 2

execute hook-up instructions for ′ backup′  logic analyzer 3

Three main problems in the current environment for expert system shells make

it difficult to rapidly implement this change. They are:

1. The expert system applications which contain the production rule R1 were

built using different expert system shells. These expert system shells do not

share a common representation or source for the production rule R1.

2. The use of main memory to hold production rules during execution limits

dynamic changes to production rules. The production rule R1 can not be

updated directly.

3. The use of main memory to hold production rules and working-storage data

during execution constrains the size of expert system applications. The pro-

duction rule R1 must be repeated in several expert system applications.

The first problem that makes it difficult to rapidly change the production rule

R1 is that several different expert system shells were used to build the debugging

applications that contain the rule. Each of the expert system shells represents

and manages the production rule R1 differently. Changing the rule in all of the

debugging applications requires:

1. All of the expert system applications that contain the production rule must

be located
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2. The production rule must be updated for each of the expert system applica-

tions, using the language associated with the corresponding expert system

shell

3. The new version of each expert system application must be released for use

Card debugging which requires logic analyzer processing will not take place

properly until all of these steps are completed.

A question relating to this problem is, ″Why is the card manufacturer using

three different expert system shells in the first place?″ There could be any

number of reasons for this, but a common one is that each expert system shell

provided some new technology that the card manufacturer wanted to exploit.

For example, IBM 1 currently supports three expert system shells. Each pro-

vides features not found in the others. It is not easy to determine what pro-

duction rule information is the same between the different expert system shells

and what is unique to each. Nor is it clear how different expert system shells

compare in their inferencing with production rules and use of working memory

structures. If these were understood, knowledge acquisition tools could be

developed to assist expert system application developers in tailoring data that

was already present for a different expert system shell environment.

Likewise, producers of expert system shells need to determine what extensions

are required to fully support and inference with production rules from other

expert system shells. It would be best if producers of expert system shells

evolved those shells to the use of new technologies. The use of new technology

1 IBM is a trademark of the IBM Corporation.
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should not require a new expert system shell. An evolution to new technology

will also help to protect investments in existing expert system applications.

A second problem which slows implementation of the change to the production

rule R1 is that most current expert system shells use main memory to hold pro-

duction rules during execution. Dynamic changes to the production rules are

often limited to an inference session changing its own main memory copy rather

than the production rules themselves. Recovery in the event of a system failure

is handled by each expert system shell. Changes to production rules made

outside of the inference session cannot take effect until working copies of the

production rules are updated and new inference sessions are started. For

example, a recompile and release process may be required, followed by a new

inference session of the expert system application.

This leads to another question related to the dynamic change of the production

rule R1: ″When should the new production rule R1 take effect?″ With current

expert system shells, the change would most likely take effect only when the

expert system application, which included the production rule, was recompiled

and/or a new inference session started. Thus, cards that are currently being

debugged by an executing expert system application may be sent to an unavail-

able logic analyzer because those hook-up instructions were in effect at the time

execution began. However, if a human expert were evaluating the cards it is

very likely that the expert would begin to use the backup to the logic analyzer

immediately. The expert would not continue to send cards to an unavailable

analyzer just because that analyzer was the one available when the debug

process started. A human expert would use the new hook-up instructions as

soon as they were available. Cards currently being debugged, as well as new

cards to be debugged, would be sent to the backup logic analyzer.

Introduction 11
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The third problem which makes it difficult to rapidly change the production rule

R1 is also related to the use of main memory. Most expert system shells use

main memory to hold the production rules and information in working memory

during the execution of an expert system application. Thus size of the expert

system applications is constrained. At times this makes it necessary to duplicate

production rules in several expert system applications, rather than having only

one source for those rules. Having multiple copies of production rules compli-

cates the management of those rules. The use of main memory for working-

storage data also constrains the amount of data an expert system application

can work with at one time. Some envision that future expert system applica-

tions will consist of millions of production rules, with access to many millions of

facts (Br88). These applications will require shared, dynamic access to very

large numbers of production rules and large amounts of working memory. New

methods will be required to support and manage this type of expert system

application.

These problems are very similar to those encountered in many database applica-

tions (Fr90). Typically there is a large amount of data to be stored, managed,

and used. This data may be concurrently updated and accessed by multiple

users. Each user accesses only a portion of the data stored in a common data-

base, but expects to access that data according to his/her own view of the data.

The database management system manages the data and provides common ser-

vices (such as recovery) to all users of the data.

The premise of this research is that expert system shells can use common ser-

vices supplied by an enhanced database management system to access and

manage production rule and working-storage data. The objectives are to:

• Allow sharing (reuse) of production rule information between expert system

shells
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• Allow dynamic, concurrent access to those maintaining and inferencing with

production rules

• Reduce main memory constraints (which can result in duplication of pro-

duction rules) in expert system applications

Background

The task of integrating and understanding the roles of expert systems and data-

base management systems is currently an active research area. The problem is

being addressed from several perspectives. These include enhancing expert

system shells to allow access to data managed by database management systems,

adding capability to database management systems to support the use of pro-

duction rules, using a dictionary or rule management system to store and

manage production rules, and exploration into the sharing of knowledge bases.

These projects provide useful concepts to this research.

Expert System Shell Enhancements

Work has been done to develop enhancements to expert system shells which

provide access to data stored in databases. Three architectures seem to be most

common. A loosely coupled system allows a query to be made to the database,

and moves the data returned into the working memory of the expert system shell

(GrArLu89, BeShHu90, Ho90). No attempt is made to coordinate concurrent

access to the data by other users. The copy will be out of date if the database is

updated while the expert system application is executing. In effect the expert

system takes a one-time snapshot of the data.

A tightly coupled system (StHe88) interacts with the database management

system like other application programs. It uses transactions to lock data in the
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database when it is read or updated. All users of the database have access to

updates when locks are released, but some inference sessions may lock other

users out of large parts of the database. The database management system

coordinates concurrent access to the data (GrArLu89, BeShHu90).

A coupled system allows the expert system shell to access data under control of

a database management system. A database access may return or update single

tuples or sets of data. In coupled systems, separation is maintained between the

expert system shell and the database management system (EcSa90, Ke90,

RoYe90). Each is an independent component rather than having a single

system. Figure 2 illustrates a coupled architecture for an expert system shell

and a database management system.

 ┌ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┐  Q u e r y / C o p y ┌ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┐

 │ ├ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ► │ Expert System │

 │ Database │ │ Shell │

 │ Management │ Query/Update │ │

 │ System │ ◄ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ► ├ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┤

 │ │ Transactions │ Inferencing │

 └ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┘ ├ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┤

▲ │  Facts and Rules │

│ └ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┘

▼

┌ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┐

│Appl │

│Da ta - │

│ b a ses │

│ │

└ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┘

Figure 2. Coupled expert system shell and database management system
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Blackboard architectures are another type of enhancement which has been

explored. The architecture allows different expert system applications (or com-

ponents) to communicate with each other by sharing information via a common

global database (Ar88, Mu89, CoPa91). Each component uses information in

the global database as input, and contributes additional information to the

global database for use by other components. The components share a common

understanding of the information in the global database. The database manage-

ment system is used to manage the shared access to the global data. An

example of this type of architecture is to share the state variables used in a sim-

ulation system (HaGr91).

None of these architectures use a database management system to manage the

production rules as data. Nor do they examine the environment required to

support multiple expert system shells. They are primarily targeted at allowing

expert system applications to access data stored in databases. Thus, the amount

of information available to the expert system is greater, and information can be

shared between expert system applications, but the essential nature of the expert

system shell is basically unchanged. The production rules themselves are not

managed by the database management system. Main memory is still used for

most working-storage data. The blackboard approach uses a database to allow

concurrent access to global working data, but inferencing is still performed in

main memory. This research views the production rules as data to be managed

by the database management system. The database management system may

also be used to manage working-storage data.

Knowledge Dictionary

Another method used to integrate expert systems and database management

systems is to use a database or rule management system to manage the pro-

duction rules, but to maintain separation between the database management
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system and the expert system shell. This is the approach taken in the knowledge

dictionary (JaCo88) and in rule management systems (Be-etal89, SaWi90). The

advantage of this method is that many expert system shells can be supported by

a single production rule storage source. It also allows the expert system shells to

access various database management systems because the expert system shell

language and inferencing are not physically bound to a single database manage-

ment system. Maintaining physical separation of the expert system shell and

database management system will simplify the task of accessing other sources of

information when they become available.

Likewise, the KRISYS (Ma90) and KNOMAD (Ri90) projects are exploring the

use of a DBMS to manage knowledge. Access can be either in a compiled or

interpretive mode. A good database design can remove many performance

problems, such as large amounts of data to read. Another group of projects are

exploring the storage and execution of OPS5 production rules in relational data-

bases (Se-etal87, SeLiRa88, IoSe89, SeLi90, SeLiRa90). This work has shown

that OPS5 production rules and working-storage data can be efficiently stored

and used for inference in relational tables. Other work has explored efficient

inferencing with production rules in databases. Improved algorithms may be

used (Mi87, He-etal90) or some prioritized sets of production rules can be trans-

formed into a conflict free, priority free form (Ku91) to simplify conflict resol-

ution.

Database programming languages (DeEt88, Sw89, KiMaSi90a, KiMaSi90b,

Me91) also retain some separation between the inference session and the data-

base management system. However, since each language is tailored to a specific

database management system, the method is less general than the use of a

knowledge dictionary or rule management system.
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A knowledge dictionary provides the kinds of functions for expert system shells

that data dictionaries provide for database management systems. Other func-

tions are also provided such as:

• Documentation of the knowledge base

• Validation of the knowledge base

• Inference engine to process production rules stored as data

• Generation of a run-time format for production rules

The knowledge dictionary is based on an Entity-Relationship model for storing

rules as data. Figure 3 illustrates a knowledge dictionary architecture.
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┌ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┐

│ │

│ Knowledge │

┌ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ► │ Dictionary ├ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┐

Query/ │ │ System │ │

Update │ │ │ │ Generate

Trans- │ └ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┘ │

a c t ions │ │

│ │

▼ ▼

 ┌ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┐  Q u e r y / C o p y ┌ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┐

 │ ├ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ► │ Expert System │

 │ Database │ │ Shell │

 │ Management │ Query/Update │ │

 │ System │ ◄ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ► ├ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┤

 │ │ Transactions │ Inferencing │

 └ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┘ ├ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┤

 ▲  ▲ │ Facts and Rules │

 │  │ └ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┘

 ▼  ▼

┌ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┐ ┌ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┐

│Rule │ │Appl │

│Da ta - │ │Da ta - │

│ base │ │ b a ses │

│ │ │ │

└ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┘ └ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┘

Figure 3. Knowledge dictionary architecture

One additional goal of the rule management system projects is to manage and

support production rules from several expert system shells. However, instead of

using a conventional database management system for the production rule data,

a management system is developed ″from scratch″. Figure 4 illustrates a rule

management system architecture.
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┌ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┐

┌ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┐ │ │

│Rule │ │ Rule │

│ D a t a - │ ◄ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ► │ Management ├ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┐

│ base │ │ System │ │

│ │ │ │ │ Query/Copy

└ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┘ └ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┘ │

│

│

▼

 ┌ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┐  Q u e r y / C o p y ┌ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┐

 │ ├ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ► │ Expert System │

 │ Database │ │ Shell │

 │ Management │ Query/Update │ │

 │ System │ ◄ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ► ├ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┤

 │ │ Transactions │ Inferencing │

 └ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┘ ├ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┤

▲ │  Facts and Rules │

│ └ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┘

▼

┌ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┐

│Appl │

│Da ta - │

│ b a ses │

│ │

└ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┘

Figure 4. Rule management system architecture

Many of the stated objectives of the knowledge dictionary and rule management

projects are similar to this research. The main differences are in scope and

approach. The work with OPS5 production rules in relational databases and

the knowledge dictionary Entity-Relationship model were not based on a

detailed analysis of the production rules in several expert system shell languages.

The knowledge dictionary authors identified generation of a run-time format for
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production rules as a future enhancement, but will not be able to do this if the

features used in the knowledge dictionary format are not supported in the run-

time environment. Likewise, it will not be possible to store production rules

from an existing system in the knowledge dictionary unless the Entity-

Relationship model for the dictionary supports the features found in the source

expert system shell language.

The work on the knowledge dictionary and rule management systems does not

address enhancements to database management systems which facilitate the

support of production rules. The knowledge dictionary project recognizes the

need for this work and uses other research in the area (Ca86), but does not

explore the area in their work. The KRISYS project explored the use of buffers

to reduce access to the database. The work on rule management systems dis-

cusses some functions, but not as extensions to a database management system.

This work uses a management system specifically for production rules.

Expert Database Systems

A large amount of research is taking place in the area of adding expert system-

like functions to a database management system. These functions result in a

system that can be used both to manage data and to build applications that

reason about that data. Inferencing is included as an integral part of the data-

base management system. This is often termed an expert database system or a

deductive database system (Ke90,Za90,StHaPo88). These systems are tightly

coupled because both the rules and the data are under control of the database

management system. The metadatabase project has examined extending the

concepts across heterogeneous, distributed environments (Hs-etal91).

In most systems two types of production rules may be defined. Data activated

rules may be defined that are ′fired′ whenever the database management system
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detects that the IF conditions are met. Chaining may occur if the actions on the

THEN part of the rules result in the conditions being met for other rules. Infer-

ence rules allow inferencing to be performed as part of responding to query

requests. Information can be derived that is not physically stored in the data-

base. Figure 5 illustrates an expert database system architecture.

┌ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┐

│ Expert Database │

│ System │

│ │

├ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┤

│ Inferencing │

├ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┤

│ Rules │

└ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┘

▲

│

▼

┌ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┐

│Appl │

│Da ta - │

│ b a ses │

│ │

└ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┘

Figure 5. Expert database system architecture

The Postgres (StWoAn83, StHaHo87, RoSt87, StHaPo88, StHePo89) system

supports the definition and storage of data-activated rules. The database man-

agement system (relational based) performs the action side of the rules when the

specified conditions are met because of changes to the database. Examples of

rule actions include database updates or actions to be taken if a constraint on a

database is violated. A query request may also trigger rules which derive infor-

mation from data stored in a database. This information may be returned along
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with other data physically stored in the system. The Starburst system (WiFi89,

WiCoLi91, AiWiHe91, CeWi92) is another project that is exploring similar con-

cepts in a distributed environment. The HiPAC project (Ch89, McDa89,

MyBr90) also uses active rules. However, this system uses both events and con-

ditions as the basis for triggering rules. It concentrates more on the timing and

scheduling aspects of the resulting database transactions and uses an object ori-

ented architecture as its base.

The Logical Data Language (LDL) system (Ts88, Ch-etal90, KrZa88) is a good

example of work in the area of deductive databases. It is an extension of the

DATALOG language (La-etal90, GaKi90). LDL provides a database language

based on Horn clause logic. The language is targeted at supporting complex

queries and the development of complex applications. The LDL rules are com-

piled and optimized. This allows checks to be made for safety (queries will ter-

minate) and allows the system to use the best performing execution method.

Other methods used to enhance databases with logic are to extend PROLOG

with database access (ChWa86, NuLiKo90, ZhHi90) or to extend the relational

calculus with inference capability (McWe91).

The Relational Production Language (RPL) system (De88, DeEt89) is another

example of an enhanced database language. RPL is based on an OPS5 pro-

duction rule structure. It differs from some other systems in that it supports the

use of a relationally structured area for working-storage data which resides in

main memory. RPL applications are main memory resident, rather than using

relational data bases for working memory. The RDL1 system (KiMaSi90a,

KiMaSi90b) and RDL/C compiler (KiMa91) use a language that is similar to

RPL. However, it includes support for programming constructs such as rule

modules, abstract data types, and main memory variables. RDL1 is, in effect, a
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rule-based programming language which provides integrated access to relational

databases.

There are two main differences between this research and the above approaches.

All of these systems developed their own language for database access. In many

cases the languages were based on some existing production rule language, but

no attempt was made to be able to support existing expert system applications

in the new systems. This research explores a composite production rule syntax

that can support existing applications. The composite production rule syntax

includes the features supported by the production rule syntaxes of the expert

system shell languages. The logical data model for storing the production rules

includes attributes for specifying differences in how the expert system shells

inference with the production rules.

The second difference with the above approaches (with the exception of

Postgres) is that they require the rules to be compiled for run-time. The pro-

posed research will result in a data model for storing rules so that either direct

execution or generation to a complier can be performed. However, the emphasis

will be on execution of expert system applications with support for concurrent

access to the production rules by multiple users.

Database Management System Enhancements

An area of current research that is closely related to expert databases are

enhancements to database management systems that will support the recursive

queries found in expert database management systems. This work is important

to using database management systems to support expert system shells because

the structure of production rules is often reflexive. For example, expressions are

reflexive in nature. The expression:
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(A * (B - (D * E)))

has the structure:

E1 has term E2

E2 has term E3

where:

E1 is (A * (B - (D * E)))

E2 is (B - (D * E))

E3 is (D * E)

Or, in general :

Expression has term Expression

Thus, efficient retrieval of recursive data will be required when production rules

are managed by a database management system.

Transitive closure is commonly used to satisfy recursive queries (BaRa86,

Ro-etal86, MaSh90, Ed90a, Ed90b). This work describes extensions to the

database query language to support recursive processing. The query statements

can include information which allows the database management system to

compute transitive closures as part of its processing to answer the queries. Some

work has been done in the area of efficient algorithms. For example, (VaKh89)

illustrates the parallel computation of an iterative transitive closure algorithm.

The benefits of parallel processing may depend on the system characteristics and

the base relation being processed (QaKi92). Materialized views (ToBl88,

BlMa90, GuYu92) and surrogate files with hashed indexes (Ch90) have been
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used to reduce the amount of database access required. At times updates can

be computed from data already present and no additional access to the database

is required. Rules may also be materialized (SeZh91), resulting in a trade-off

between the speed gained and storage used. The best method depends on the

depth of recursion and the size of the relations (AlRe91). Knowledge tables

(Sh90) can greatly reduce the amount of space needed to represent the existence

of specific relationships by representing them as a table of binary values.

Others have looked at using various forms of indexes to speed the processing.

The join index (Va87) prerecords the joining of two relations. This eliminates

the need to perform the join as part of processing a query. In (Ja89) numerical

values are used to allow compression of an index for a transitive closure. The

goal is to be able to easily determine if two nodes in a network are connected.

Unification has been discussed as one operation that would be useful as data-

base management systems work with production rule data (YoIt86, YoKiHa89).

This operation binds declarative knowledge instances to the production rules.

Pattern matching is another operation that has been explored (HeCa87,

TaSr92).

Another subject of current research that relates to the support of production

rules by database management systems is examining enhancements to support

the locking requirements in expert database systems. Locking will be required

to support concurrent access by multiple users to a shared production rule data-

base. Much of the research that has been done on locking has examined locking

mechanisms for tuples covered by data-activated rules (StSeHa87, WiCoLi91) or

interactions of multiple, possibly distributed production rules (AiWiHe92,

CeWi92). The data is locked when the conditions for the rules are met. The

locks allow for actions of one rule activating other rules. Some work has been

done on locking of PROLOG-like rules in a concurrent environment (ChYa89).

Rules are locked based on having the same predicate names and arguments.
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The number of locks is controlled by using the concept of an existing lock ′cov-

ering′ additional rules to be locked.

Other research on locking is addressing concurrency control for joint develop-

ment environments and extending serial access to data. Many methods are

explored, such as maintaining multiple copies (versions) of data (EiGi89), use of

timestamps (KoSi88, LiTi88, ZhKa89), notification routines (Baka91), optimistic

techniques (He90, RaTh90), predefining transaction overlaps (St-etal88), and

compensating transactions (GaSa87). Some of these approaches do not concen-

trate on guaranteeing consistent data. Rather, they ensure conflicting trans-

actions are aware of each other and have an opportunity to correct possible

errors (BaKa91).

This research differs from previous work in two ways. First, it explores the

design of an index which eliminates the need for recursive processing when

retrieving data. The previous work reduces the time necessary to perform a

transitive closure, but does not eliminate recursive processing for most queries.

The intent is similar to the compressed transitive closure index, but the goal is to

be able to retrieve data, not just indicate connectedness. Second, this work

explores locking for production rules from several expert system shells, not just

those in a PROLOG-like form. Previous locking discussions have not targeted

the data access requirements for problems such as continuous operation without

shutdown (Ed91) or machine-learning applications (Pa86, EmMo89, WhStLu90,

AyKnSn91, DoKr91, Mo91). Locking must allow flexibility in the kind of

locking protection that is requested and granted. At times it may be allowable

to update rules currently involved in an inference session, and at other times

updates should not be allowed. Conversion processing may be required when

updates affect existing sessions. The previous work either assumes the same

degree of locking (serializable) is desired at all times, the most recent version of
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data should always be used, or does not allow for required conversion proc-

essing.

Knowledge Sharing / Standardization

Several other projects are exploring problems in sharing knowledge between

expert system shells. Some projects are dealing with sharing information

between expert system shells. The Initiative for Managing Knowledge Assets

(IMKA) (CarnG90, Xe90, TaScYa91) is a consortium of several companies

working to develop industry standard software for expert systems. They have

developed an integrated representation for frame systems and intend to address

production rules in the future. The Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF)

(Ne-etal91, Gi91) and conceptual graphs (So92) have been proposed as predi-

cate calculus based languages for exchanging knowledge. Another project has

been proposed to develop an expert system language Hub (KnJa90). The Hub

uses a ′Plain-Vanilla′ production rule language for the expert system shells

covered. The idea would be to translate knowledge bases from one language to

another by first translating to the Hub language, and then from the Hub lan-

guage to the target language. The authors recognize that the inferencing tech-

niques of the rule language covered must be included in the Hub language.

They also propose to write an inference engine that operates on the Hub lan-

guage.

Some work has been done in the area of programming language translation

(LeWu89, Co90). These projects illustrate that translating software depends on

understanding the semantic operation, as well as the syntactic structure of the

software. Another project (Li83) has explored storing programming language

source as data. This work also examined accessing data from a compiled, exe-

cuting program through database queries.
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Having a standard structure for expert knowledge does not necessarily make it

possible for different expert system applications to share that knowledge (Dee88,

Ker90, SuPa90). It is also necessary to develop an integrated representation.

This is similar to the need to develop integrated database designs, even if appli-

cations are using the same database management system. One project that is

beginning to address the sharing of knowledge across expert system applications

is the CYC project (Le89, Le-etal90, LeGu90). CYC is attempting to build a

′general knowledge′ base that can be accessed by many expert system shells.

CYC is developing a management system for the information in its base,

however in this case the method used to code the information is a frame system

rather than production rules.

The work on IMKA, KIF, and conceptual graphs generally concentrates on

representing declarative knowledge. It has not done an in-depth analysis of the

production rules from different expert systems shells and how those production

rules are used in inferencing. The proposed work on the ′Plain-Vanilla′ lan-

guage is similar to developing the composite production rule syntax. However,

the work does not use data modeling techniques to assist in developing the

syntax, nor does it include storage of the production rules as data in a database

management system. Both of these aspects will enhance the user′s ability to

manage and manipulate the knowledge encoded in production rules. This

research deals with these areas, and also explores the structure of the working-

storage data that is required to inference with the production rules in order to

gain a better understanding of the semantics associated with the various pro-

duction rule languages. This work does not include the issue of developing an

integrated view of knowledge for use by several expert system applications. It

concentrates on the structure of production rules, not the structure of the know-

ledge represented as production rules.
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Selected Expert System Shells

Many expert system shells use some form of production rules to represent and

manipulate knowledge. This research examines a subset of these expert system

shells. The expert system shells were chosen to reflect a sampling of the pro-

ducts and features available on the market today. They represent traditional

approaches to production rule systems, as well as newer approaches, such as the

use of production rules in a hybrid environment. Following is a brief

description of each of the expert system shells examined in this research.

The Integrated Reasoning Shell

The Integrated Reasoning Shell (TIRS) is an AD/Cycle 2 tool which helps

developers build knowledge-based applications (IBM90a, IBM90b). TIRS

applications can be executed in various hardware and software environments.

Graphics based tools aid in the development and testing of the application.

Once the application is defined a build process is used to target the application

to a specific run-time environment. Working-storage data is structured in frame

systems or is stored as parameters. The production rules in TIRS specify the

actions that are required to solve a problem. These include items such as

updating working memory, executing external procedures, or reporting results.

Expert System Environment

Expert System Environment (ESE) is an expert system shell designed to aid

non-dataprocessing professionals in building knowledge base applications

(IBM88a, IBM88b). Tools exist to help users build screens, define the pro-

2 AD/Cycle is a trademark of IBM Corporation.
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duction rules, and control the portions of the knowledge base that are used.

Parameters are used for internal storage of data. The production rules in the

system provide the basic functions required to build simple matching systems.

ESE attempts to make maintenance of expert system applications relatively

easy.

KnowledgeTool

KnowledgeTool is an extension to PL/I that can be used to build knowledge

based applications (IBM87). Data for the production rules is maintained as

instances of classes. The classes are global and are declared outside the syntax

of the production rules. Based on the instances in each class, bindings for each

production rule are built and tracked by the inferencing system. Data may be

passed back and forth between the KnowledgeTool portion of the code and the

PL/I portion. The use of PL/I as a base allows a programmer to use all PL/I

interfaces, such as access to database management systems and dialog manager

tools.

Knowledge Engineering Environment

Intellicorp′s  Knowledge Engineering Environment (KEE) 3 is a hybird set

of tools that can be used to build knowledge based applications (IntC86a,

IntC86b, IntC86c, IntC86d, Tw88). Some functions supported include an object

oriented approach to programming, truth maintenance, and graphics. Data in

KEE is structured as frames. This can be extended to an object oriented

approach by associating active value slots (methods) with the data structures.

KEE is a LISP based system that supports full customization of system opera-

3 IntelliCorp and KEE are trademarks of IntelliCorp.
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tion. KEE also supports production rule-based reasoning on its internal data.

Users may assert, or retract facts, or invoke inferencing to attempt to resolve

queries.

Official Production System Version 5

Official Production System Version 5 (OPS5) is a production rule programming

language that is commonly used to implement expert system applications

(Br-etal85, CoWo88). It organizes data into classes and attributes like those in

KnowledgeTool. In fact, KnowledgeTool is considered to be another implemen-

tation of the OPS5 use of production rules. The production rules match against

instances of the data classes and take the appropriate actions when a match is

found. Actions include items such as updating working memory, or outputting

results. OPS5 also supports the definition of a new production rule as the

action of another production rule.

Structure of the Investigation

This research views production rules and information in working memory as

data which can be managed by an enhanced database management system.

There are several areas to be investigated. They are:

• Sharing of production rule information by different expert system shells

• Similarities and differences in how different expert system shells inference

with production rules

• Enhancements to database management systems which aid in the manage-

ment of working-storage data and which allow dynamic, concurrent access to

production rule data
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• Use of production rules to build and maintain production rules in a

dynamic, concurrent environment

Sharing of Production Rule Information

The first area investigated is the sharing (reuse) of production rule information

between the selected expert system shells. To be able to share information it is

necessary to understand what information is the same, what has some variation

between production rule languages, and what is unique to a particular pro-

duction rule language. Then, common representations of the information can be

developed which support all of the features found in the production rule lan-

guages. Two viewpoints are explored. First, a user view (typically a knowledge

engineer) of the production rule information is explored. A composite pro-

duction rule syntax is developed which supports the production rules from each

of the selected expert system shells. This means it is possible to translate pro-

duction rules from each of the expert system shells into the composite pro-

duction rule syntax. A Backus-Naur Form (BNF) is used to describe the

composite production rule syntax. Chapter 2, ′Composite Production Rule

Syntax′ describes the composite production rule syntax.

Second, a database management system view of the production rule information

is examined. An integrated conceptual data model is developed which covers all

of the production rule information. Individual production rule languages and

expert system shells supply and use fragments of the integrated structure,

depending on the features supported by each. The data model is built by

mapping the composite production rule syntax into a conceptual data model.

Appendix F, ′Expert System Shell Nonterminal/Entity Usage′, documents which

nonterminals/entities are used to support production rules for each of the expert

system shells. The data model will be a Logical Data Structure (LDS) that

describes the data in production rules defined according to the composite pro-
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duction rule syntax. The conceptual data model is analyzed to identify refine-

ments that are required in the composite production rule syntax. As with any

conceptual data model, it could also be used as the base for a database design

for storing the production rule data. Examples of this are found in Appendix C,

′Sample KEE Expert System′; Appendix D, ′Sample TIRS Expert System′; and

Appendix E, ′Sample ESE Expert System′. This will allow pieces of production

rule data to be used by several production rules. These production rules may be

from different expert system shells if both have equivalent syntactic structures in

their production rule languages. Either production rule language might also

require additional information that was not used in the other. An integrated

database design will also allow common knowledge acquisition tools to be devel-

oped for maintaining the production rule data. Chapter 3, ′Composite Pro-

duction Rule Data′ describes how the conceptual data model for the composite

production rule data was developed.

Inferencing Similarities and Differences

The second area investigated is the semantic similarities and differences in how

the selected expert system shells inference with the production rules. This indi-

cates what data is required by each of the expert systems shells during infer-

encing, how this data is used, and what features must be present in one expert

system shell to support production rules developed for another expert system

shell. Studying how the expert system shells inference with the production rules

can also reveal refinements that are needed in the composite production rule

syntax. The intent is to allow working-storage data to be managed by a data-

base management system during inferencing. Extensions to the conceptual data

model are defined for data that is required during inferencing by any of the

expert system shells. Chapter 4, ′Composite Production Rule Execution Data′
describes how the extensions to the conceptual data model were developed.

Appendix F, ′Expert System Shell Nonterminal/Entity Usage′, documents which
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entities are used to support inferencing with production rules in each of the

expert system shells. The extended data model remains integrated in that data

that is required by more than one expert system shell appears only once in the

data model. The extensions to the conceptual data model could be used as the

base for a database design for working-storage data. Using a database for

working-storage data will reduce main memory constraints on expert system

applications and will allow the expert system shell to use services supplied by a

database management system to maintain the data. Examples of a working-

storage database design are found in Appendix C, ′Sample KEE Expert

System′; Appendix D, ′Sample TIRS Expert System′; and Appendix E, ′Sample

ESE Expert System′.

The trace examples do not guarantee an errorless composite production rule

syntax and conceptual data model. Even translating and testing hundreds of

expert system applications built using each of the expert system shells would not

guarantee covering every aspect of each of the systems. However, the examples

do illustrate that the composite production rule syntax and conceptual data

model work in some cases, and illustrate how the composite production rule

syntax and data model can be corrected if errors are discovered.

An additional result of the first two parts of the research is a summary that

illustrates which features are found in each of the expert system shells. This

chart can be used to help position additional expert system shells with respect to

the composite production rule syntax, or can be used to indicate if it is possible

to translate a set of production rules from one production rule language to

another (Can a set of production rules be transported to a different expert

system shell?). A translation is not possible if the set of production rules to be

translated uses features not found in the target production rule syntax. Chapter

5, ′Feature Comparison ′ describes the features found in each of the expert
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system shells. Appendix G, ′Expert System Shell Feature Similarity′ compares

the similarities and differences in how features are supported in each of the

expert system shells.

Database Management System Enhancements

The third area this research explores is the management of production rule and

working-storage data by an enhanced database management system. This work

does not try to identify and explore all useful enhancements. Rather, solutions

to specific problems related to storing and managing production rule and

working-storage data are investigated. The investigation is discussed in terms of

relational database management systems. However, the types of functions

required to support expert system shells have applications with other types of

data, and the concepts could be implemented in other types of database man-

agement systems.

One characteristic of production rule data is that it is very reflexive. A prime

example is an expression that consists of terms and operators. A term may itself

be an expression. This same type of structure is common in other types of data

as well. A classic example is a parent - child relationship. Chapter 6, ′Reflexive

Index′ explores enhancements to the indexes which can currently be defined on

relational databases which would simplify and speed access to any data that is

reflexive in nature. It then discusses additional enhancements and functions to

meet the requirements of accessing production rule and working-storage data

when inferencing in an expert system application.

A second characteristic of production rule data is that it is desirable to allow

concurrent access to production rules between those inferencing with the pro-

duction rules and those maintaining them. Locking in database management

systems has typically taken the form of, ″If a transaction has a write lock on a
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unit, or an exclusive read lock on a unit, deny others access to it.″ There are

two problems to this approach if the data to be locked is production rule data.

First, the size of the units locked are determined by the database management

system. For example, typical lock sizes are tuple, page, or table. This will not

work well for production rules because of interdependencies between production

rules in an expert system application. It is not possible to identify all of the

interdependencies from the production rule data itself. For example, an external

program executed as part of a rule action may set a global variable checked in

another rule. There is no physical relationship between the two rules (such as a

common predicate name) but a logical relationship exists.

Secondly, traditional read and write locks may not be flexible enough to support

concurrently inferencing and updating a production rule database. For

example, during inferencing, large groups of production rules are evaluated for

matching conditions. Even those production rules whose premise evaluates to

false may have to be protected from update because the updates may result in a

logically inconsistent set of production rules. At times it is necessary to lock

both production rules that are active in the inference chain and those that are

not to ensure a correct execution of the expert system application. The duration

of the locks must include multiple iterations through the recognize-act cycle.

On the other hand, it is not sufficient to simply lock all of the production rules

in the expert system application for each inference session. This would prevent

concurrent update access to the production rules by other users. The

CARD_DEBUG manufacturing example illustrated that at times updates to

production rules should take effect immediately (next iteration of the

recognize-act cycle). In other cases, it is desirable to allow inference sessions in

progress to complete using the old version of a production rule, but to have new

sessions use the updated version.
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Chapter 7, ′Inference Locking′ explores a locking protocol designed to allow

concurrent access to those inferencing with and maintaining production rule

data. It also explores application of the protocol to other types of data managed

by a database management system.

Self-Modifying Production Rules

Some current expert system shells support a feature of production rules making

limited changes to production rules. Typically, the scope of the changes is

limited to the inference session which made the update. The locking protocol

for production rule data allows extensions to be explored for this capability.

Production rule actions are described which allow production rules to add,

delete, or update production rules used by the current inference session or other

inference sessions. The locking protocol also ensures that others who are

making changes to the production rules are aware of inference session changes.

Chapter 8, ′Self-Modifying Production Rules′ describes enhancements to the

composite production rule syntax, storage data model, and execution data model

to support this feature.

After the composite production rule syntax is verified extensions are explored

which would effectively allow rule actions to create, delete, and modify pro-

duction rules. Some AI languages (such as LISP and PROLOG) have this

capability for working memory changes. If production rules are stored as data,

and are managed by a database management system, concurrent use and update

of the production rules by multiple users will be possible. It will be useful to

allow expert system applications to make these changes, as well as knowledge

engineers using knowledge acquisition tools.
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Verification

Many types of problems allow a formal proof of the correctness of proposed sol-

utions. Examples include whether or not a regular grammar is ambiguous

(Gr71) or whether a locking protocol ensures serializable transactions (CyYa89).

These types of proofs provide a firm theoretical base for future work. However,

it is not possible to formally prove the correctness of proposed solutions to many

types of interesting problems. For example, the general question of whether

two context free languages are equal is undecidable (Gr71). This does not mean

that it is impossible to find practical solutions to the problems or find evidence

that proposed solutions are correct for many cases. It does mean that it is not

possible to prove correctness for every possible case. The problems addressed by

this thesis and their proposed solutions have this nature. They do not lend

themselves to formal proofs of correctness. Thus, verification of the work has

been done by using three other approaches.

First, the solutions have been verified by testing them against test case examples

(refer to Appendix C, ′Sample KEE Expert System′; Appendix D, ′Sample

TIRS Expert System′; and Appendix E, ′Sample ESE Expert System′). Pro-

duction rules from three sample expert system applications have been translated

to the composite production rule syntax. The conceptual data model for pro-

duction rule data was verified by illustrating how the data for these production

rules could be stored in relational tables mapped from the data model. The exe-

cution extensions to the conceptual data model have been verified by tracing the

execution flow of the sample applications through relational tables mapped from

the execution extensions. Examples have also been used to validate the opera-

tion of the reflexive index and inference locking protocol (refer to Chapter 6,

′Reflexive Index′ and Chapter 7, ′Inference Locking′). The use of test cases to

verify the solutions is similar to debugging computer programs by testing their
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execution. The test cases may not find every possible error, but the general

structure and operation of the solution is verified.

Second, the composite production rule syntax and associated data models have

been reviewed by several peers who have various degrees of expertise in the

expert systems shells that were studied. The areas of expertise ranged from

active researchers in the areas of database systems, those who are involved with

architecting and developing some of the systems, to those who have used one or

more of the systems to build expert system applications. These reviews were

intended to serve the same purpose as the use of independent testers when vali-

dating computer programs. They were intended to:

• locate errors due to misunderstanding of how the studied systems function

• verify that the material is described in a way that is understandable

• locate errors which resulted from being overly familiar with the thesis (seeing

what you mean/want to see in the document rather than what is there)

Third, and finally, in many cases latter work in the thesis has been based on

earlier solutions which have been verified through the previous approaches. The

conceptual data model is a direct mapping from the composite production rule

syntax. The self-modifying production rule updates use the inference locking

protocol and the execution extensions to the conceptual data model. Structuring

the problems in this way assures that the latter work is consistent with the

earlier solutions and also serves as another test case for the previous work.

It is clear that the above methods can not guarantee errorless solutions. Even

translating and testing hundreds of expert system applications built using each

of the expert system shells might not cover every possible aspect of each of the

systems. However, the verification illustrates that the solutions work for some
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cases, and provide some assurance that the general structure of the solutions are

correct. Thus, if additional review or test cases reveal deficiencies, the verifica-

tion that has been done should ensure that the solutions presented in the thesis

can be modified or enhanced rather than having to search for whole new

approaches to solving the problems. Finally, as is the case with computer pro-

grams, the use of the solutions for more and more cases will, over time, increase

confidence that they are indeed ′correct′.
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